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Child Predators
March 30, 2015 | 654 upvotes | by GayLubeOil

About eight years ago I joined a college fraternity. I don't really know why. Maybe it was because the
fraternity was really good at recruiting that year. Maybe it was because I came to US from Russia and
wanted the complete American experience. Maybe it was because I was bored as fuck in my dorm. Eight
years ago I joined a fraternity and it was an eye opening experience.
For all of the Lumberjacks, Kangaroo Wranglers and Red Coats out there who don't know, a fraternity is
basically a group of about two hundred dudes who pool their money together and throw parties. They
have meetings, fundraisers, member recruitment but its mostly about the parties.
Fraternity parties usually have a theme so that the girls have an excuse to dress slutty and the guys can
show off their muscles. For me the college formula was pretty simple. Go on a couple dates with a girl.
Get matching costumes. Go to the fraternity party and have a good time.
I definitely enjoyed myself at those events and every girl I brought did too. It was a good break from
busting my ass to get into law school. The problem is there was a group dedicated to fucking up my good
time. They would accuse fraternity guys of being rapists. They would make up stories about drugged
girls. They would try to shut down our parties because they figured out a ways to get offended at the
themes. Any complaint they could file they did. Any lie they could tell they did. Anything these fuckers
could do to obstruct happiness they did.
Who were these rancid sacks of shit always standing in the way? Feminists, Social Justice warriors and
turd gobblers of every shape and size. No one enjoys the company of turd gobblers. So they make it their
mission to fuck other people's lives.
What you need to understand is that feminists are Child Predators. They make their money and careers
destroying the lives of 17 and 18 year old boys. Young boys who don't know how to defend themselves
and are easy prey. Feminists are organized, motivated and couldn't care less if innocent boys go to jail.
They are organized motivated and aggressive but what are we? I am going to tell you something and don't
you fucking forget it while you are here in this mosh pit of a Sub Reddit. That confused grammarless boy
in Asktrp that's 17 year old you. That divorced dad posting his life story in one gigantic paragraph, that is
55 year old you. That fucker trolling the queerjinas in PPD that's 25 year old you. They are all you and
you are them.
You are free to do whatever the fuck you want in this sub and in your life for that matter. But I'm going to
tell you what I'm going to do. I am going to continue (perhaps vainly) trying to lead boys to greatness. I
am going to continue answering hundreds of PM's and going on Skype calls in the hope that I can
transform some of you into masculine, muscular, successful men. So that one day, when you are powerful
influential and domineering, you will strike back at the feminists. The same dried up fat cunts who did
everything in their power to get between me and the women I loved, they are going to have a horrible
problem. That problem is going to be you.
Every day The Red Pill is getting bigger and stronger.
Follow me @GayLubeOil
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Comments

[deleted] • 221 points • 30 March, 2015 10:44 AM

[permanently deleted]

GayLubeOil[S] • 85 points • 30 March, 2015 11:10 AM 

It will only bring traffic to this post and further discredit the opposition. Good luck calling TRP neckbeards
now.

[deleted] • 29 points • 30 March, 2015 11:12 AM

[permanently deleted]

GayLubeOil[S] • 51 points • 30 March, 2015 11:14 AM 

Sounds like a Social Justice victory. Im sure you can get a government grant for your discovery.

SpawnQuixote • 2 points • 30 March, 2015 11:20 PM 

Government cheese is so yesterday. The new thing is PR firms and patreon to launder the funds.

Doomblaze • -9 points • 30 March, 2015 02:09 PM 

ending your post with "follow me @gaylubeoil is so anti climactic

colovick • 3 points • 30 March, 2015 02:55 PM 

He's promoting this stuff like it's his job. If he gets something out of that other than feeling
good about himself, then good for him. It's no different than a commercial.

RedBigMan • 4 points • 30 March, 2015 08:41 PM 

I am /u/RedBigMan and I approve this message!

[deleted] • 8 points • 30 March, 2015 03:17 PM

[permanently deleted]

colovick • 1 point • 30 March, 2015 03:26 PM 

I agree, but I also have respect for my time and his. It's worth the the one line to
promote his work in my opinion.

GayLubeOil[S] • 4 points • 30 March, 2015 05:46 PM* 

Obviously eventually im going to diversify onto other platforms so im trying to get all my
readers in one place.

Dokkobro • 3 points • 31 March, 2015 03:33 PM 

Shine on you crazy Russian

PeteMullersKeyboard • 5 points • 30 March, 2015 07:27 PM 

Literally I promise you it's already in at least a couple places and at least a handful of people are "outraged"
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over it.

elcarlosmiguel • 54 points • 30 March, 2015 11:30 AM* 

The worst thing about feminism is that it's taking purpose away from men.

Basically in our society a man's purpose is going to college and be a work slave so he can get a woman.

Almost every guy although most of them are not aware of it want to be succesful just for the sake of having the
best they pussy can get. It's like their ultimate goal

This shit is fucked up. Because our same society makes men have toxic believes that make them not have any
girls at all. And because thay can't get girls they lose their hope in life thats why so many men are getting
depressed.

The Red Pill is simply teaching us that women are not a life goal and just one good thing about life.

I believe that only when we are truly aware of this and it's "written" in our belief system is when we really
become a MAN. It might sound simple but if you think about any blue pill guy you know you will see it. Even
for a lot of red pillers we still fall in the trap of improving ourselves just to get girls.

If you just start doing things for YOU you will improve i guarantee it. Don't waste time doing things for girls.
Peace

BoxofYoodes • 18 points • 30 March, 2015 10:06 PM 

Or, put simply; You'll never get money chasing girls, but you'll always get girls chasing money.

Zackcid • 17 points • 31 March, 2015 02:01 AM 

Or in the words of the talented Royce da 5'9

I lost a whole bunch of money chasin bitches, but I never lost no bitches chasin money. how real is
that?

Only time a woman made a man a millionaire was when that man was a former billionaire, how treal
is that?

cariboo_j • 9 points • 31 March, 2015 12:25 AM* 

So true. Up until a few months ago it was my goal to get successful and become a good little beta provider.

Thanks to talented TRP writers like GayLubeOil and the holy youtube trinity of Barbarossa, Stardusk and
GirlWritesWhat the whole thing seems absurd. I worked my ass off in uni, stayed week nights and weekends
on campus, and currently do up to 80 hour weeks at work so I can hand over the fruits of my labor to some
woman and make HER life easier?

Fuck that.

weirdnamedindian • 11 points • 30 March, 2015 07:39 PM 

I think its more a Catch 22 situation. Guys get more success with girls, finds their not worth the time and
effort and starts to focus on other things, gets even more girls now. The other guys focus on themselves but
still cant get girls. They are focused, working hard but still dont find women interested in them and they
become more thirstier for women, which causes even more women to stay away as they can smell the
desperation. Sometimes, you need to experience banging a few hot girls to realise they are not worth the time
and effort.

lightfire409 • 12 points • 31 March, 2015 12:09 AM 
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Almost every guy although most of them are not aware of it want to be succesful just for the sake of
having the best they pussy can get.

That is the way nature has designed us. We are driven to be successful to secure the best genes for our
offspring, because women are attracted to the top dog. Thus, men working hard to get pussy isn't the
problem.

Rather, the problem is were are all brainwashed to go about it the completely wrong way. Successful
students are the least attractive boys to girls. Get strait A's, and enjoy virginity and lack of prom date.

There are two main reasons that being successful in the educational system and then get a well paying career
(as EVERYONE encourages us to be) is very unattractive to girls.

1) Successful students have always been, and will likely always be submissive to authority. Women do not
get wet over a man who is submissive. Full stop. This is why drug dealers get 600x more pussy than those
with a 3.5GPA. Coupled with...

2) Successful students have a MASSIVE fear of failure. THIS is why some of the smartest people i know
have zero game, and completely freeze up around women. This fear comes from years upon years of living
in fear of the 'F' on our exam. Or getting a 'C' in a class. It would drop our GPA! and we that to get into a
good college and get a job! Women are not attracted to men who are afraid. Full stop. Those dumb ass kids
who didnt give a fuck about grades and smoked pot all day got way more pussy just because they we not
afraid.

Eventually, once you are out of the adult playground of the educational system and have a career, you have
become quite good with the ladies, but many more guys marry their college gfs and then live a comfortable,
yet unsubstantial life of sex once a week with the same girl.

So to sum up: All men are driven to succeed to bang the hottest girl. However, blindly succeeding at what
everyone tells you to do is the completely wrong way to go about it.

PeteMullersKeyboard • 1 point • 30 March, 2015 07:31 PM 

The new normal is that success is evil. However, it is especially evil if you're a male. That can't be allowed.

[deleted] • 75 points • 30 March, 2015 10:52 AM* 

The pussification of boys begins in kindergarten. The feminist agenda is to have him working hard and celibate
until his 60s. All the pay goes to child support and alimony so women can fuck drug dealing bikers.

iSnORtcHuNkz69 • 48 points • 30 March, 2015 03:30 PM 

I went to a kindergarten with only 10 students in my class. And guess what. I was the only boy in the class.
Every girl loved me. Shared their lunch with me. And slept together with them at nap time. I was the pimp. It
really set me up for redpill life.

zarus • -13 points • 30 March, 2015 05:50 PM 

You DO know what a pimp is, right?

hourglass_deLarge • 39 points • 30 March, 2015 07:00 PM 

Do you know what I am saying?

[deleted] • 11 points • 30 March, 2015 09:47 PM 

I bet the teacher was his bottom bitch.
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zarus • -18 points • 30 March, 2015 07:50 PM 

Yes. But still, I always chuckle when people say that they're "pimps" as if there aren't any
embarrassing connotations associated with that title.

copralalic • 5 points • 31 March, 2015 02:04 AM 

You are coming off here like a humorless twat.

[deleted] • 2 points • 30 March, 2015 09:10 PM 

PIMP was originally an acronym meaning Player in Management Position. Its not
embarrassing to be a pimp, its just scummy, mostly due to the illegality, and you know, sex
trafficking.

Freiling • -7 points • 30 March, 2015 11:50 PM 

Do you really believe that's the etymology of that word?

iSnORtcHuNkz69 • 8 points • 30 March, 2015 08:57 PM 

Aright i was more of a prince in paradise with girls flapping palm trees and feeding me grapes

[deleted] • 10 points • 30 March, 2015 02:39 PM 

Nothing wrong with drug dealing bikers. He's living the life he wants to live.

[deleted] • 35 points • 30 March, 2015 02:48 PM 

nothing wrong at all. its just wrong for the plugged in man to pay for his ex wife to bang hawt
douchebags when he likely did "everything he was supposed to"

[deleted] • -18 points • 30 March, 2015 02:57 PM 

Not "wrong" at all. It's that man's responsibility to know what's right and wrong. It's simply reality.

[deleted] • 20 points • 30 March, 2015 03:01 PM 

reality has been shielded from men. the only way to find the truth (unless one had the right role
models) is through real pain

[deleted] • -14 points • 30 March, 2015 04:36 PM

[permanently deleted]

pissoutofmyass • 9 points • 30 March, 2015 04:51 PM [recovered]

You don't sound tough telling someone they're bitching. You sound like a little pussyboi
who can't take losing.

[deleted] • -13 points • 30 March, 2015 04:53 PM

[permanently deleted]

Numpad2 • -10 points • 30 March, 2015 05:51 PM [recovered] 

I'm with you Cherry. You made a salient and very Red Pill point and were down-
voted by what I'm going to assume is a transitional beta caught in his emotions (as
you've stated).
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[deleted] • 1 point • 30 March, 2015 04:52 PM 

You are so right. I need to stop complaining all time.

Frietjeman • 2 points • 30 March, 2015 10:08 PM 

It's a shame to see you downvoted man. Truth is, AWALT. It's a man's own responsibility to
accept and live with it. We can sit here twisting words over whether a female's actions are morally
wrong or not, but in the end, it's more useful to be prepared for them. BPers will get used and
dumped, that's just the truth. Better to accept it and deal with it, better yet, prevent it from
happening to yourself.

VanityKing • 24 points • 30 March, 2015 10:15 AM [recovered]

I honestly feel more pity than anger when it comes to feminists and SJWs.
How shit of a life must they be living to make it their mission to reduce everyone else's chances of happiness?
It's honestly a pathetic way of life imo, and frankly seeing them post and comment on matters makes me feel
good about myself that no matter how much stress or drama I have to deal with, I always look within to see what
I can change about myself as opposed to bitch about it to the internet and look for someone else to blame.
RedPill men should try to share the knowledge whenever they feel a fellow brother (or sister) can benefit from it.
I've introduced at least 5 brothers to this sub and they all thank me for it.
Unlike the feminist or SJW agenda, TRPs advocation of choosing to follow what you believe in and applying
only what you deem rational and effective have a great sense of appeal to all those wishing to enrich their lives.

FattestRabbit • 6 points • 30 March, 2015 03:29 PM [recovered] 

I honestly feel more pity than anger when it comes to feminists and SJWs.

no matter how much stress or drama I have to deal with, I always look within to see what I can change
about myself as opposed to bitch about it to the internet

Unlike the feminist or SJW agenda, TRPs advocation of choosing to follow what you believe in and
applying only what you deem rational and effective have a great sense of appeal to all those wishing to
enrich their lives.

Couldn't agree more. This is the stuff that separates TRP from all of these other dogmatic affiliations. TRP
basically says:

Better yourself
Only use what pieces work for you
Never stop being introspective
Only share this with friends in need because it's very unconventional

TRP literally asks for nothing in return. You share your experiences (FRs, advice, ...) if you want to. Oh, you
don't like the posts about misogyny or certain views on feminine behavior? Cool, don't use that part.

How can any of that ever be misconstrued as bad?

edit - the last question is rhetorical; I understand how others find these views threatening. It just makes me
sad.

vengefully_yours • 5 points • 30 March, 2015 05:08 PM 

Doesn't make me sad, I laugh at them, wasting their pittiful pathetic lives complaining about how
everyone should change to fit them, rather than changing themselves to get ahead and achieve something
worthwhile. They want a nanny but want to say it's independence.
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Hate on us here if they want, doesn't bother me. Their pathetic existence does not affect me, they are the
miserable ones. I'm enjoying my life, doing what I want, living how I want. I live for my benefit.

FattestRabbit • 3 points • 30 March, 2015 05:15 PM 

I agree with you on a personal level, but as a scientist, I can't help but wonder how much further
along the human race would be if we cared more about being correct than politically correct. How
much closer would we be to curing cancer (over-dramatic example, obviously) if more scientists
(both men and women) were happier with their personal lives and more confident in themselves?

vengefully_yours • 5 points • 30 March, 2015 06:11 PM 

On that we agree entirely. Pc is a religion, as is feminism, and religion holds you back by putting
arbitrary rules in place to control people in thought and actions. Faith, feelings, and belief have no
place in science. If the intellectual proles want to self felate themselves and eschew science,
discovery, fact based knowledge and the application of that knowledge, let them. The problem
arises when they manage to hold you or I back with their arbitrary bullshit via laws, rules, and
regulations based on faith, feels, and belief not based in reality.

Do what you do, fuck them. You and I are pushing the envelope, they are stagnating and sitting in
a pool of their own waste. I never feel sad for people like that, they are a source of amusement
and a curiosity as to why they are lacking the "need to know how it works" that you and I have.

Some of us imagine it, others design it, more build it, but the most use it without understanding
how the fuck it works. They don't want to know, they just want it.

SilentForTooLong • 1 point • 31 March, 2015 10:18 AM 

The brand image is bad unfortunately. People rarely investigate beyond the shallow brand image, and the
brand image of TRP is pretty bad.

The best thing that can be done is for more and more members to just respond to the inane criticisms in
other subs of TRP with basically the kind of post you have here, which in turn changes the wider brand
image from one of 'virulent hate' to 'sophisticated problem solving'.

nzgs • 5 points • 30 March, 2015 11:57 AM 

It's the core nature of the Left to drag others down to their level. They are content to be poorer so long as
other people are less successful. They are content to be miserable so long as no one else is having fun. It
appeals to a certain part of human nature that will always exist; jealousy, envy, control-seeking behaviour.

life_manager • 7 points • 30 March, 2015 02:43 PM 

That has nothing to do with Right vs Left, that's everything to do with the person.

[deleted] • 4 points • 30 March, 2015 04:50 PM

[permanently deleted]

life_manager • 2 points • 30 March, 2015 05:02 PM 

I don't care much about politics, but what you're trying to say is that leftist want to make everyone
worse off because they're poor, when ironically, they care more about the lower class than right-
wings do. I'm middle-class, left. Why? Because I don't have a trillion dollars to lose and because I
would give up a percentage of my money to ensure that children and the sick are taken care of
properly and don't have to live in poverty. I want to have fun, but having to pay the government
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less money because you have more money is retarded. Is it really fair that 1% is richer than 99%
of all others? Like I said, I don't want to get into politics, but you need to make more sense when
contributing here.

[deleted] • 2 points • 30 March, 2015 06:07 PM

[permanently deleted]

life_manager • 1 point • 30 March, 2015 11:29 PM 

I think more-so religion and reputation are the right-wing control factors, meanwhile
morality & shame are the left-wing factors. Gay republican? Not a chance. Homophobic
democrat? Won't see em in office.

hores • 2 points • 31 March, 2015 06:47 AM 

The left contains both feminism and SJW, to say you are a leftist redpiller would be like
saying you're a woman with a dick. It just doesn't compute.

life_manager • 0 points • 31 March, 2015 02:17 PM 

You can be a left red piller.

For instance, I believe homosexuals deserve equal rights, as do women and people of
different race!

Also, I believe women are attracted to men of high status. Woah!

TeasingPenguin • 8 points • 30 March, 2015 03:21 PM 

Must of missed the pics, wanted to see how swole you are as a poster to /r/Steroids

[deleted] • 37 points • 30 March, 2015 10:47 AM

[permanently deleted]

GayLubeOil[S] • 26 points • 30 March, 2015 10:56 AM* 

I ran them through Tineye and Google Images Image Rader and yahoo, they are clean. Guys message me
right away if you find otherwise.

icanhazTRP • 25 points • 30 March, 2015 11:14 AM 

You are safe with today's face recognition technology, but you never know about tomorrow. Better to err
on precaution here, since these people spare no resources on ruining someone's career/life.

[deleted] • 8 points • 30 March, 2015 12:55 PM 

Will be on the lookout. I'd think SRS would pick this one up quickly since they are a bunch of fuckwads.

GayLubeOil[S] • 6 points • 30 March, 2015 01:04 PM 

This is the first and only time these pictures have been put on the internet.

[deleted] • 23 points • 30 March, 2015 02:51 PM

[permanently deleted]

GayLubeOil[S] • 3 points • 30 March, 2015 05:40 PM 
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Then id tip off my shirt and flex

[deleted] • 5 points • 30 March, 2015 01:13 PM 

Who gives a fuck. You went to frat parties.

People need to calm down with the paranoia here.

life_manager • 11 points • 30 March, 2015 02:42 PM 

You'd be surprised. I recently made a post on my local city asking them for some votes for my
cousin who was in a radio contest. After a few comments, someone digs up my TRP history
and starts trying to threaten me with shit like "I bet your cousin is a slut, is that right? Does
she know you have these thoughts, should I tell her?"

This guy clearly had nothing better to do with his life, and I'm not scared of the threats, but
you'd be surprised how petty and pathetic some people can be.

Iupvoteforknowledge • 6 points • 30 March, 2015 05:18 PM 

I've gotten death threats before for browsing this sub.

life_manager • 5 points • 30 March, 2015 05:38 PM 

It's always funny because most TRP are well spoken, intelligent types, however when
you argue with these people they are unable to use proper grammar or have an
intelligent discussion. Go look at my profile, this was 4 days ago.

Plus any time it happens, it's always a good time to plug TRP. Their whole plan
backfires when I come out of the discussion as the intelligent one and we get a few
hundred extra page views just from their attempt at shaming me.

"You guys are immoral fucks! You're so immoral I'm going to threaten to DOXX
you." Hypocrites.

newls • 1 point • 30 March, 2015 10:03 PM* 

That is inevitable in any argument that boils down to logic vs. a 'moral stance'.

You could make as many logical arguments as you want, but that misses the point
entirely. These people revel in the argument itself. They just love flopping their
self-righteous BS all over the table.

Numpad2 • 1 point • 30 March, 2015 05:54 PM 

Their whole plan backfires when I come out of the discussion as the intelligent

I do this whenever possible on another account which has a troll-baitish name.

[deleted] • 1 point • 30 March, 2015 09:31 PM 

This is why I refrained from posting a thread today. I woke up, saw some bull shit on /r/
relationships, and thought of a great thread topic and actually typed it out. Then I realized
how low some people go on here to fuck with you because you go to a subreddit they don't
agree with. Stories of people's employers being called and people finding personal details
made me not post it.

It's a sad world we live in because people do this shit. But I value my future endeavors and
would hate to be fucked over because some SJW can't think rationally.
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BigG123 • 6 points • 30 March, 2015 01:32 PM 

People on the internet are crazy

FuriousMouse • 3 points • 30 March, 2015 01:41 PM 

Someone will recognize you in these photos. Trust me.

Local_Crew • -2 points • 30 March, 2015 01:52 PM 

Well that would be a pussy move...

unseen1unknown • 24 points • 30 March, 2015 10:14 AM 

I'd be interested to know how these feminists and SJW types begin their path down the road to become the
downright shit human beings they turn into during their college years and later in life.

Is their a certain type of personality you can point to when they are in high school that you can point to and say
"That person has a high chance of becoming a feminist/SJW type"?

When you first start university do they just go around blaring the shit they claim is true to anyone who'll listen?
Do professors push people into it?

I only ask because I've never actually been to university before, after high school I went into the military as
Infantry and on leaving it last year I've gone into a trade, so I haven't had much to do with working with
SJW/feminist leaning types and they're not in my social circle outside of work. I've been on a date or 2 with girls
who sprouted some crap about gay marriage rights and the pay gap bullshit and never bothered to follow through
on a second date with them so my personal experience with SJW/feminists is thankfully limited to what I read
about here and on other blogs.

[deleted] • 28 points • 30 March, 2015 11:47 AM

[permanently deleted]

zbednorz • 24 points • 30 March, 2015 01:44 PM 

Isn't this kind of what we're doing? The "them" group being feminism.

Have to be careful not to fall into the same trap.

[deleted] • 6 points • 30 March, 2015 05:04 PM 

Have to be careful not to fall into the same trap.

Yeah. Any time you've got two groups tearing each other down, ask yourself who's benefiting the
most from the fight. It's very often a third party. Divide and conquer.

[deleted] • 1 point • 30 March, 2015 11:08 PM 

There's no third party at the moment.

[deleted] • 7 points • 30 March, 2015 07:14 PM* 

Quite aware. The feeling of belonging somewhere is a need in humans, it's so easily manipulated. It's
why gangs exists, it's how military functions, it's how religion works, it's how you get shit done -
make people feel part of something.

I don't feel like I belong in trp or that we're fighting anything though. I just think there are so funny
links here and there that calls out hypocrisy. I'm not going around being angry about it all the time,
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it's more like... reality tv without the over-dramatized script. It's a natural social response - if some
people keep bullshitting, someone else is going to start call you out on it, and they'll gather up to do
so. SRS tried something similar, but they're so filled with vitriol and can't keep a rational
conversation that they become worse than what they try to expose.

The "safespace" kind of mentality makes me think their ideal world would be something like
Equilibrium.

zbednorz • 2 points • 30 March, 2015 07:42 PM 

Good points, there are things to be learned from others' mistakes and poor attitudes. And so far
this community has been pretty good at focusing on the learning points and not purely the drama.

[deleted] • 12 points • 30 March, 2015 03:06 PM 

This is why I subscribe to zero labels. I'm neither liberal nor democrat, feminist nor MRA, BP or RP.
I'm just me.

Law 48: assume formlessness

[deleted] • 7 points • 30 March, 2015 01:56 PM

[permanently deleted]

[deleted] • 11 points • 30 March, 2015 02:54 PM 

I'm secretly a genderfluid otherkin. If the mods only knew how non-binary-conforming I was they
would ban me for life.

PeteMullersKeyboard • 2 points • 30 March, 2015 07:33 PM 

I'm highly triggered by your use of the "g word" in your post and I can't believe you would
dare to use it in such a open, tolerant environment as the internet where no such hate speech
should be allowed.

zbednorz • 4 points • 30 March, 2015 03:25 PM 

Good point. I enjoy that playing the devil's advocate in this subreddit opens up reasonable
discussions more often than personal attacks and bickering.

PeteMullersKeyboard • 3 points • 30 March, 2015 07:32 PM 

There's been much written on this, if you want to get anything done, convince a bunch of people that
they've got a common enemy and that it specifically wants to hurt them unless they do something about
it.

justtookit • 18 points • 30 March, 2015 02:27 PM* 

Where do SJWs come from?

Do they just spawn in graveyards, like dementors? Not quite.

You happen to have escaped the indoctrination. But a large portion of the men here were blue pill, so we can
fill you in on how we became blue pill.

You have to understand that Feminism3 is a religion. It is a subsect of the Church of Progressivism. And just
like how people in the middle of America become indoctrinated in the Christian churches that surround
them, people on the coasts of America become indoctrinated in the ideologies that surround them. Urban
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areas are very diverse places, and a lot of people already have their own religions, so in order for an ideology
to survive there, it has to fill some other spot in people's brains, and it has to not clash with the existing
religions. So it poses as inclusive and diverse to maximize potential hosts, and pertains to matters that
religion mostly doesn't concern itself with.

While being surrounded by a religion will lead to instances of indoctrination from birth, for an ideology like
feminism3, which ends up being a lot about sex, it really begins to crack down in high school.

It begins with history being rewritten. 40 years ago it would have been extremist to suggest that women were
oppressed throughout history. Today, you can't find a single person on the street who doesn't agree with this
basic tenet of Feminism3.

(One of the tactics of feminism is to take a crime and cut out the male victims to make it appear as if only
females were affected. The reality is that people were oppressed, not women.)

High school is probably the first time you really meet postmodern discourse. You learn to bow to the church
of feminism in your speech, or face public ignominy. Any questioning of the official narrative is torn apart
by the class. The professor need not interfere. Quite soon, there is no further questioning of the narrative. It's
high school. There is rarely another source of information, and even if there were, for a teenager to be able to
defend one's ideas against an onslaught of postmodern nagging is an impossibly tall order.

This kills the inquisitive, freethinking nature.

As far as social cues go, female teachers will police the social atmosphere of their classrooms to ensure that
male students apologize for infractions. Sounds ridiculous, I know. But I'll say it again so you know I'm
serious: there were multiple teachers who would police the social scene in their classroom and punish those
who were not acting in the approved manner.

When you go on to college, within the first week, there is some sort of rape seminar. All the schools of a
university have their own seminar, and males and females within the school have their own seminar. In
schools were one gender dominates, they will not bother to separate. An auditorium of 500 engineering
students will have maybe 20 girls. An auditorium of 500 arts students will have maybe 20 guys.

The rape seminar for males boils down a message we have suspected before, but now it's unmistakable.

You are all rapists. You sexuality is rapey and creepy and wrong. You must show remorse and pay penance
for even having it. Do your best to hide it or the consequences will be severe. Do not even show you are
attracted to women. Four hours and electronically completed video series homework.

They gave the engineers a particularly vicious one, being the overwhelmingly male school. How do I know
this? My roommate was gay, so he constantly had packs of girls in to talk. I would overhear their
conversations about guys, and girls would complain about how engineers would flee in terror like the secret
police were watching: "what did they do to these engineers?"

College does not educate you. Graduates emerge just as unable to read, write, think critically, do logic, and
dissect ideas as they were before. Maybe there was a time when it did. Now, American universities are just
madrassas for the progressive religion, stultifying their students to advance the ideology. Professors, being
from academia, are 19/20 times themselves indoctrinated. (Look for the professors who everyone calls an
asshole, and you may find someone worth learning from. Or maybe just an asshole.)

It's easy to be an attractive woman in the dating scene. It's easy to be a liberal in college. But if you're
conservative, you had better be able to defend yourself, and do it well. I saw the few conservatives torn
apart; I said nothing. Thinking for yourself requires that you be knowledgeable on the topic, and universities
do not give you knowledge.

And so on and so forth. That's just from the perspective of the educational system. Add the fact that many of
these people didn't have fathers, or usable fathers, or indeed any positive male figure or influence in their
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lives.

unseen1unknown • 1 point • 31 March, 2015 06:44 AM 

Cheers for the reply, it's kind of strange to think that feminism is viewed as their 'Religion' I guess when
so many people set out to disprove God something had to fill the void, it's a shame it's so destructive to
all involved.

The most exposure I've had to it is from here, youtube videos where they point out the hypocrisy of it all
like on Aaron Clarey's (Bachelor pad Economics author), sargon of akkad's channels and Roosh to a
smaller extent.

I did go out on a date with a 20 year old uni student a couple of weeks ago, we had hooked up at a bar
previously. When I went to pick her up, her friend came out with her for a second and then went back
inside. When I asked why she didn't introduce herself, the girl said to me "Oh she just wanted to make
sure you weren't some rapey creep" My response was "WTF are you on about?"

That impression kind of set the mood for the rest of the night, she was uninteresting to talk to throughout
until she fired up about gay marriage, I can't even remember how the subject got brought up. All I
remembered was some of the red flags you guys have posted before about this sought of thing so I didn't
bother contacting her to follow through with another meet up afterwards.

vengefully_yours • 6 points • 30 March, 2015 04:51 PM 

Fat girls, the less than pretty withdrawn skinny girls, and homely attention whores who have well to do
parents. When was the last time you saw an actual hot girl spouting that shit?

Numpad2 • 6 points • 30 March, 2015 06:01 PM 

Is their a certain type of personality you can point to when they are in high school that you can point to
and say "That person has a high chance of becoming a feminist/SJW type"?

This may sound like hate, but my life experiences with these types tell me the following people fit the mold
of a potential SJW:

The losers from high school that were taught to be outgoing but they had nothing to offer and was1.
therefor ignored by society.
The fat girl who thinks she is pretty but can't seem to get hot guys to get her. That rejection spawns2.
hate for good looking men and that hate is exacerbated when she "learns" that those type of men have
enemies.
The poor girl who is actually cute but can't afford the essentials used by the pretty girls to get guys3.
early on. She ends up becoming best friends with #2 (above) and the rest is history.
The girl who has any type of SERIOUS insecurity (like being fat) but she was outgoing and relatively4.
successful in her endeavors. She carries a chip on her shoulder for anyone who is hitting ALL of the
goals she set. Usually people who are hitting all goals of success become the victim of SJW'ing.
Anyone who falls under the umbrella of what SJW's generally try to "protect" but haven't made5.
anything of themselves and therefor need to turn their disappointment to someone else.
Any one who isn't successful. Period. They need to blame everything but their lack of ambition,6.
determination and drive.
The people being raised by pre-SJW era SJWs. She or he may be good looking and even successful7.
but they were taught not to put stake in their looks (although benefiting from them) and this mentality
is easy to use as a weapon against perceived social injustices.
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RICCIedm • 3 points • 30 March, 2015 02:58 PM 

8 months ago I started studying philosophy, but I was also studying facebook too much, so I've read plenty of
SJW and feminist bullshit. For like 30 days, I've became a full mangina leftist. Two girls at a party thought I
was gay when I approached them (too gentle, they said). Also I had some chat with feminists (I was trying to
learn their message and shit) and realized their arguments were pure crap.

But I don't know how can someone NOT realize this and escape from SJW basement. Maybe if I had -10 IQ
points... then 4chan's /pol/ helped me coming back to be a fag hater and at some point I saw a comment about
TRP, which saved my life.

edit: browsing* facebook, not studying it lol

cariboo_j • 3 points • 31 March, 2015 12:17 AM 

When studying philosophy, avoid anything written after 1960. That's when the SJW white guilt men are
bad self-flagellation bullshit begins.

SilentForTooLong • 2 points • 31 March, 2015 10:41 AM 

What fucking philosophy are you people "studying"? Academic philosophy is concerned with
abstract ideas like possibility and necessity (possible worlds semantics), the cognitive basis of
propositions, the existence of qualia, the nature of logic, the nature of scientific inquiry, the nature of
beliefs...

Look at the top 10 best philosophy papers published per year:

http://www.philosophersannual.org

Feminism has nothing to do with philosophy. If anything, serious philosophy is far more of an RP
area of study.

I really wonder what is meant when someone says "I started studying philosophy"... But it's
completely asinine to suggest that all of the work that has been done in terms of possible worlds
semantics, meta ethical evaluations of expressivism, extensions of quantificational logic,
investigations into the nature of scientific inquiry, and the unraveling of the layers of problems in
defining, and handling consciousness since 1960 should "be avoided".

cariboo_j • 1 point • 31 March, 2015 10:00 PM* 

I was referring to the mostly french postmodernist degenerates like Foucault, Lacan and Derrida.
Foucault's deconstruction of power structures is what a lot of feminist and SJW whinging is based
off.

SilentForTooLong • 1 point • 1 April, 2015 02:02 AM 

Nobody considers that philosophy other than the ignorant, or the retarded though.

The clue that it's not really philosophy should be in the fact that SJW's supposedly utilize it.

Hoodwink • 7 points • 30 March, 2015 11:31 AM* 

There's two different crops. One is the sex-positive (BDSM, group-sex, 'open' relationships) the other is sex-
negative (christian puritanism with a stick up its ass).

Both seem to somehow get along in a truce against a common enemy - men. Both are trying to sabotage
men's sexual relationship advantages as alpha fucks and as beta-provider.

They may say it's discrimination out in the scary wide world. But for the both of them, it's generally about
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themselves and how it relates to their relationships with men.

Sex-positives will pretend to be experts/prophets-telling-from-on-high about casual relationships and sex.
The sex-negatives will pretend to be experts/prophets-telling-from-on-high about relationships. Both will
sabotage men because they are trying to beta an alpha guy or making betas wait for them as consolation prize
while they have 5 years with alpha.

Sex-positive is usually conventionally attractive (usually tattoos or ugly shades of hair). Sex-negative are
usually socially-stunted hambeasts. Both can be confused with the other sometimes.

[deleted] • 2 points • 30 March, 2015 02:33 PM 

What you're missing, and what is the common thread here, is the desperate need a certain type of
personality has to control other people. Whatever it is others are doing, they need to make sure 1) they
are doing it right and 2) have the approval of the would-be controller in the first place.

I want to be clear here, these people are generally not the same people who feel the need to vote for a
candidate who "supports value X" no matter how self-righteous they become because of it, because they
only care once every few years but otherwise leave others alone. No, the kind I'm talking about people
who need to be personally involved in probing your anus because nobody else is competent enough to do
it.

So what traits do these people carry? A relatively high degree of narcissism certainly. Perhaps clinical,
perhaps not. Some megalomania as well. However these traits may be shared with somebody like a
successful Wall Street broker, or a highly-paid executive or the owner of a medium-sized business. So
what else do we need that our broker/executive/businessman doesn't have? In this case, a weak
personality that craves leadership. That is, they need to be provided with a dogma to conform to, so that
they can police others for not aligning with said dogma, thus giving them an outlet for their narcissism
and/or megalomania. The final element required is (I believe) a lack of attachment to reality, facilitating
the type of religious hysteria necessary to (in the SJW's case) see rape everywhere and in everything, or
(in the fundamentalist Christian's case) to see Satanic imagery in everything. When you combine these
elements - narcissism, megalomania, a need to conform to dogma, and detachment from reality, you get
the person who becomes alternatively a Social Justice Warrior, a Christian Fundamentalist, an Islamic
Extremist etc.

The next question is what gives rise to people like this and why has it become so rampant lately? That
question is one I'm still working on.

vengefully_yours • 2 points • 30 March, 2015 04:55 PM 

They want to fit in, and crave attention. Otherwise you're spot on, that's all you've missed.

Jaereth • 4 points • 30 March, 2015 01:28 PM 

I'd be interested to know how these feminists and SJW types >begin their path down the road to become
the downright shit human beings they turn into during their college years and later in life.

It's a simple formula. Middle to upper class white girls want something to bitch about and get uppity about.
The ONLY group that they can realistically target and not be shit on is middle to upper class white males. It
is simply the ONLY group that could be considered to have more privilege than them. (Which is actually
debatable. Pussy pass. Men have to work for success etc.)

So there you have it? I think they are just hateful people, plain and simple. They get to college and realize
there is a supported hate group operating here and very open to new members. They'll ease you in, don't
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worry.

And that's when you get the ridiculous stories that have been posted here time and time (and time, if i'm not
being clear) again. The false accusations. The fairytale incidents that really never happened. So much
oppression by men. Who would have known the struggle could be so real for a middle to upper class white
woman in a college? (gag)

SilentForTooLong • 1 point • 1 April, 2015 02:16 AM 

The craziest fairytale ever to me is the idea of women having harder lives than men... If someone could
explain to me who came up with it, and how it is effectively sold, please explain it to me.

Katmanduke • 2 points • 30 March, 2015 02:24 PM 

I just knocked out high school around a year ago, and all the people that went SJW tended to be the ugly and
the friendless.

They found other ugly, friendless people and formed alliances in university/work/therapy.

lightfire409 • 1 point • 31 March, 2015 12:15 AM 

Feminism/SJW is a positive feedback loop where taking action to protect people form imaginary harm makes
said feminist feel like a superior person to those who aren't a feminist/SJW, thus encouraging the person to
become more of a feminist/SJW....

[deleted] • 17 points • 30 March, 2015 12:26 PM

[permanently deleted]

coffee_and_lumber • 9 points • 30 March, 2015 03:13 PM 

Ironically, the ones who cry and gnash their teeth the most about this stuff are the ones who would get passed
over by the most desperate snarling red-eyed transient serial rapist caricature out there.

"Ehhhh, even I have standards."

When I see a strong 9 or 10 who has her shit together and is an angry, radical feminist, maybe I'll start giving
more credence to their movement.

[deleted] • 5 points • 30 March, 2015 03:17 PM 

In the words of Patrice,

"I don't want a woman that I can send to the store at 2 in the morning and not have to worry that
someone's going to rape her."

"Hey bitch, cut through the alley! I talked to the junkies. They don't want you."

You are right, it's mostly those women. The only way they can think to get high value male attention is to
demonize or shame them.

vengefully_yours • 7 points • 30 March, 2015 05:18 PM 

All the focus on rape reminds me of something. Ted Haggard. Dude loves the cock, yet he was head of a gay
hating church. Anymore when you see a hardcore republican hating on gays, it's a matter of time before they
get busted in an airport restroom wanting to suck a dick.

It's no secret girls like being dominated in bed, or that they have rape fantasies. Makes you wonder if these
girls who spout rape culture bullshit are just pissed because nobody will fuck her rough, or if she loathes that
attraction she has for dominant physical males who hold her down and fuck whatever hole they want. Her
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rape fantasies make her protest too much.

The phenomenon of projection is so common among girls that you take whatever they say about others and
apply it to them, and you know exactly what kind of person they are.

[deleted] • 4 points • 30 March, 2015 09:12 PM 

If you want to fight back, check twitter. Alliances are forming among factions as varied as Tea Party members
and moms of accused students. Hashtag culture jamming is fun. :)

[deleted] • 3 points • 30 March, 2015 11:39 PM 

Sick and disgusting isn't it? Trying to fuck over innocent young boys, who are told by the judge in a fucking
preliminary hearing say "15 year minimum sentence if convicted", you're damn right they might take a fucking
plea deal that will ruin their life when they KNOW they're innocent. Fuck those fucking feminists scum hiding
under their guise of equality. Sickening.

[deleted] • 7 points • 30 March, 2015 11:16 AM 

Stupid question I know, but Bermudan/english guy here, so...

What's to stop every guy from joining a frat so as to get girls? Why doesn't every guy do that in college?

I ask because as you commented, we don't have frats in the uk

CSMastermind • 9 points • 30 March, 2015 02:32 PM 

I didn't join a frat in college because I was ex-military and didn't feel like having a bunch of 20-year-olds try
and haze me for a semester. Also, frats are both good and bad. They're amazing for social networking and
getting laid / parties. But they suck up a lot of your time which can be hard if you're an engineering major.

GayLubeOil[S] • 5 points • 30 March, 2015 05:51 PM 

All the ex military were left the fuck alone when they pledged us.

phrostbyt • 23 points • 30 March, 2015 11:51 AM 

Not all men feel a desire to pay for what essentially amounts to artificially crafted friendships

[deleted] • 2 points • 30 March, 2015 12:44 PM

[permanently deleted]

FLFTW16 • 1 point • 30 March, 2015 01:13 PM 

You should write down your story and share it with the sub.

GayLubeOil[S] • 17 points • 30 March, 2015 11:18 AM 

Because the good Fraternities have mechanisms in place to prevent losers from joining.

Trisha_Hill • 6 points • 30 March, 2015 12:14 PM 

We got student clubs here in belgium but they seem to attract only the betas and ugly girls... its really
rare to see alpha clubs like on BMS or something

Kyuzo_ • 3 points • 30 March, 2015 12:41 PM 

Exactly. Would you want to live with a loser or some assclown for several years in college? Its selective
for a reason, but like often attracts like.
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[deleted] • 2 points • 30 March, 2015 03:52 PM 

Thanks, but such as? Like you have to prove yourself in a sport? Or what?

vengefully_yours • 3 points • 30 March, 2015 05:22 PM 

You have to endure hazing and other shit hat losers can't handle or won't do. Same mechanism as
military basic training, but with a different method.

no_username_needed • 5 points • 30 March, 2015 11:36 PM 

How does tolerance for bullshit make you less of a loser?

vengefully_yours • 1 point • 2 April, 2015 02:44 PM 

How much are you willing to overcome, ignore, put up with, or endure to achieve something?
That is a measure of character. If it doesn't mean anything to you, or it's done on a whim, you
will quit. Not everyone can get in the military, fewer still can be SEALS, and precious few of
them can be on Team Six. The amount of shit you have to deal with goes up exponentially as
you progress, because the responsibility also goes up. If you're upset by minor inconvenience
and silly and apparently meaningless bullshit, you're not fit for the job.

Frats are a very low bar compared to elite military, but the thinking is the same. Need a means
of weeding out the whiny twats and abject losers. Otherwise you get shit like purplepill.

aptway • 3 points • 30 March, 2015 06:11 PM 

Goddamn right. Channel your anger and become great. These feminists want to drag everyone else into their
hell-hole pit of misery, and they don't give a damn about the havoc and innocent victims they leave in their
wake.

Show no mercy- destroy them and their movement in any and all ways that you can.

boscoist • 3 points • 30 March, 2015 08:18 PM 

You know, I've always been skeptical of your heavy-handedness with some of your posts here. But this, this is
damn good man. I keep my eyes more closely on PPD than the main sub or asktrp and ive started to see your
good work there as well. Expect to see FRs and theory coming out of me this week.

coolbird1 • 3 points • 31 March, 2015 12:28 AM* 

This has always been the thing that disgusted me the most about feminism, not the lies or sexism but the fact
they're willing hurt young boys as early as kindergarten and deny the problem exists. How shitty of a person do
you have to be to do that?

[deleted] • 3 points • 31 March, 2015 05:20 PM 

I don't discredit the original ideas of feminism (voting, equality, being able to work etc..).

I think that feminism is destructive to young men because it's misinforming them on how the world works.
Here's just a couple of examples from what I see in everyday life..

-Don't push yourself too hard, it's okay if you get a bad grade or don't make varsity!

(FUCK THAT, push yourself to your absolute limits if that's what you want. You have to push yourself beyond
the competition around you if you want to succeed.)

-It's okay if you don't make it into your dream school, there's always state schools and the local community
college has a great program!
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(FUCK THAT. Push yourself as much as you can if you want to go to a top school. Start a club, join the student
government, get a HIGH GPA. State schools can be a great resource if you're on a budget or have other priorities
in life that get in the way of having that typical "college experience", but why sell yourself short? BE A
FUCKING GO GETTER. Also community colleges are also great if you're on a budget and poor as fuck (I'm
attending one now) but generally, they're full of apathetic idiots whose parents consider it an adult-daycare and
mentally handicapped, and older adults who just want to learn something new in their free time.

-Oh you don't want to ride a motorcycle, get into an aggressive sport, get your concealed carry permit, or learn
some self-defense martial arts.. That's all dangerous!

(FUCK THAT, do whatever you want as long as your well-informed on safety precautions. Know how to defend
yourself and properly shoot and maintain a firearm is a SKILL. It doesn't make you an aggressive monster, it
makes you PREPARED for situations that you would regret NOT BEING PREPARED FOR. This is something
that a lot of women just can't wrap their head around; it's like a guy telling some woman who's in the bathroom
for 3 hours a day that she doesn't need to do her makeup or hair.

-Just be really nice and sweet to her and take her out on a date!

(FUCK THAT, it's important to be "nice" to everyone in your life in which mutual respect is shared. This is not
going to guarantee ANY success in life other than being in "good" standing with other humans around you. Not
to mention, the feminist side of things doesn't teach you that being nice to someone that's a piece of trash and
treats you like shit is not going to "change their mind". You want to get girls? Get in good shape, get really good
at something, be nice (as in a "cool dude" not nice guy (™), do some badass shit now and then, and be sexy.)
Essentially, follow the footsteps of a friend who's good with women or some other male role model.

Geleemann • 3 points • 31 March, 2015 10:03 PM 

I don't use Twitter, but I will now.

Bottled_Void • 10 points • 30 March, 2015 04:40 PM 

Non-story, about something everyone already knew about and an old article. Capped off with a click-bait title.

What is it you're looking for here?

I know I'll catch hell for this because you're pretty popular here. But for me, this was a rare miss.

StarDestinyGuy • 6 points • 30 March, 2015 03:20 PM 

I feel like your picture of frats is a bit idealistic.

Not that there aren't really good frats, and good frat members, but a lot of the people I know in frats are
insufferable (and often idiotic) arrogant pricks.

And I'm not saying this because they get all the girls or something stupid like that, I'm saying this because that is
simply their personality.

[deleted] • 5 points • 30 March, 2015 11:07 AM 

Lol you look like you could be my family. Just had to put that in here. When I'm rich enough, I'm going to start a
manhood academy. This is a course I'll have as part of the curriculum. Just like apologetics for religion, I'll make
sure to have it for masculinity.

GayLubeOil[S] • 2 points • 30 March, 2015 11:31 AM 

Eastern European Mens School?

[deleted] • 0 points • 30 March, 2015 01:11 PM 
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Nah it will be American with some Russian patience. I'll hit you up in a few decades. just saw that you
meant it as a joke lol. I didn't know those vids existed.

tallwheel • 1 point • 31 March, 2015 03:25 AM 

Too bad the name is already taken.

BlueFreedom420 • 2 points • 30 March, 2015 11:03 PM 

A civilization that throws it young men in prison is a dying civilization. Men are made for fucking and killing. If
you put him in prison for fucking or deny him a path to killing, then entropy is at hand.

[deleted] • 5 points • 30 March, 2015 12:54 PM 

Not only do they destroy the lives of these boys, but destroy any chance they have of getting ahead in this world.
I know you've seen those articles stating boys getting accused of rape and then having the charges lifted once
they found out it was false. That right there has a 99% chance of ruining the career of a prosperous man.

I'd like to take it a step further and think of feminist as criminals.

FLFTW16 • 2 points • 30 March, 2015 01:28 PM 

I agree with all that you wrote, and would even expand it.

What you need to understand is that feminists are Child Predators. They make their money and careers
destroying the lives of 17 and 18 year old boys. Young boys who don't know how to defend themselves and
are easy prey.

They go after boys much younger than that as well. In fact, one of the reasons they can ferociously go after 18
year old college males--and literally make up lies about rapes that never happened--is because biologically 18
year old males are already men, so they are disposable and therefore garner next to zero pity. Oh you were
falsely accused of a crime that never happened and got whip-lashed by the system? So? There are REAL victims
out there! Man up!

Feminists put the pressure on little boys even more, and it's not just one-on-one oppression either, but systemic
oppression. For example abolishing recess. With no chance to expend energy and move the body during the day,
boys are restless, unable to focus, accused of having either a learning disability or chemical imbalance that ought
to be corrected with drugs. Recess is way more important for boys and it has been shown that girls have a much
easier time sitting still and being quiet in the classroom, with or without play time. This is an example of
systemic oppression that is invisible to females, because they are blind to their own privilege.

[deleted] • 2 points • 30 March, 2015 02:07 PM* 

All women administrators and teachers in the elementary schools. If kids even HAVE recess, no balls
allowed. tag banned etc.

The American elementary schoolboy is given reading/writing assignments that play to girls strengths."tell us
how the protagonist felt about the conflict in the fictional story"--- Boys like non fiction. comics. they excel
at recalling facts in adventure stories.

Dont get me started on "meds". while some chidren truly have ADHD, its not far fetched to claim 10 times
the actual number of kids with this disorder are 'pacified' so they act more like the ideal behavior standard
today...

girls

Read the War on Boys to get a sense on how fucked in the ass our sons and little brothers have it
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I am doing my part by shielding my kid- I just dont know how to help the rest

vengefully_yours • 3 points • 30 March, 2015 05:48 PM 

A single mom I'm fucking has two sons. She is dealing with this shit and her oldest. Kid is brilliant but
they treat him like a retarded girl, he hates it and it's only 6th grade. Chicago area schools are rampant
with this shit. It's not enough to fuck up their own kids, they have to fuck up every boy in school too.

Guuuoiiiii • 5 points • 30 March, 2015 07:45 PM 

Shit post. I know people treat certain users like celebrities here, but damn talk about a meaningless post. All
sensation, no actual inflrmation, and a lot of cursing.

AddictedSupercrush • 2 points • 30 March, 2015 05:23 PM 

Fuck, I wish the two of us could grab a beer some day. I need irl friends like you who actually have a backbone.

Aerobus • 1 point • 30 March, 2015 12:32 PM 

I've already planned how I'm going to give back. I'm going to work my ass off to make a lot of money, and when
I have money to give, I'm going to support every single politician who is against the feminist agenda. Enough is
enough with this social justice nonsense in government.

[deleted] • 1 points • 30 March, 2015 12:40 PM

[permanently deleted]

GayLubeOil[S] • 2 points • 30 March, 2015 12:43 PM 

I don't think your comprehension of the English language is strong enough to be making judgments yet.

[deleted] • 1 points • 30 March, 2015 12:46 PM

[permanently deleted]

GayLubeOil[S] • 0 points • 30 March, 2015 12:49 PM 

Yea you're comprehension of what is going on here seems limited.

vengefully_yours • 0 points • 30 March, 2015 05:25 PM 

That's awesome considering English is your second language.

watersign • 1 point • 31 March, 2015 04:51 AM 

Good on you for trying to save this sinking ship we know as the western world. I think it's better to just sit back
and watch it crumble.

locomotronn • 1 point • 31 March, 2015 05:24 AM 

Cant wait to join a fraternity next year, wish I had done it thoroughly my freshman year

favours_of_the_moon • 1 point • 1 April, 2015 01:10 AM 

What you need to understand is that feminists are Child Predators. They make their money and careers
destroying the lives of 17 and 18 year old boys. Young boys who don't know how to defend themselves and
are easy prey. Feminists are organized, motivated and couldn't care less if innocent boys go to jail.

It's all about making the world more hostile to the male gender, both in school (as you state here) and in the
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workplace.

derfolly • 0 points • 30 March, 2015 02:15 PM 

Can we ban self-advertising?

vengefully_yours • 3 points • 30 March, 2015 05:23 PM 

Shit, try banning the Streisand Effect.

95wave • 2 points • 30 March, 2015 12:57 PM 

You are like a father these poor sods never had, keep up the good work man.

[deleted] • 1 points • 30 March, 2015 01:16 PM

[permanently deleted]

prodigyx • 3 points • 30 March, 2015 02:50 PM 

If there was a frat that was dedicated to partying AND the creation of useful outcomes

They are out there. It isn't going to be the most popular one on campus though.

[deleted] • 1 point • 30 March, 2015 01:44 PM 

Each one of those girls looks smokin' hot. Nice work, OP

[deleted] • 1 point • 30 March, 2015 02:38 PM 

SJW and Fems really do have shitty lives.

No one likes them except other Fems & SJWs, they aren't getting any play from the opposite sex. They're always
stressed out cause no play and always worried about whatever the fuck it is SJWs worry about.

I say we find our neighborhood fems and buy them lunch.

Gnashtaru • 1 point • 30 March, 2015 05:52 PM 

LOL I checked out your twitter. I would follow it but I think I'd be in a daily +TRP rage at your links. Like the
woman who gained weight and made her husband get Viagra. Jesus. What a crock of shit. It's her fault!

SamuraiSquid • 1 point • 30 March, 2015 01:43 PM 

I was under the impression that this would be about The Predator, as in the alien hunter that takes people's skulls,
and how their social structure influences younger members of their species. I was wrong...

prodigyx • 1 point • 30 March, 2015 03:19 PM 

Stuff like this could have prevented that pilot from crashing that plane. TRP saves lives, literally.

pumpkinrum • 1 point • 30 March, 2015 03:56 PM 

That link made my brain explode. What happened to taking responsibility for your actions? Fucking christ. Poor
Ted, and all guys like him. That's just wrong on so many levels

Numpad2 • 1 point • 30 March, 2015 06:11 PM 

If I may make a suggestion to help further your agenda. I suggest putting together a list of hot-button topics that
are being contested by SJWs and in that list provide conclusive and irrefutable evidence for each itemized topic
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in favor of what WE have accepted as truth. Post this list to the appropriate sub-reddits and wait to see. What I'm
talking is not simple and would require the amount of passion and dedication it seems you have. You can even
get this sub to help by posting each topic individually and we all put together the final draft of support with
evidence, grammar and sentence structure.

GayLubeOil[S] • 1 point • 30 March, 2015 11:25 PM 

My primary focus has always been to maximize my following for the time I put in. Such an endevor would
be a huge time suck and have a low yield. There are also topics that i have never written on and never will
such as Day Game, cuz im a beef bro and get girls off my look.

AlcohoIicSemenThrowe • 1 point • 30 March, 2015 10:53 PM 

This is like a decleration of war.

Trisha_Hill • 0 points • 30 March, 2015 12:11 PM 

Holy shit, i read the end like you were holding a presidential speech talking louder every next sentence getting
everyone pumped like we're going to war. Im getting pumped by gaylubeoil and now im confused

RedPillJohnny • 1 point • 30 March, 2015 06:34 PM 

That's because gaylubeoil is the original turbulent juice.

GayLubeOil[S] • -3 points • 30 March, 2015 12:41 PM 

Im going to go big with this

AntixD • 0 points • 30 March, 2015 04:19 PM 

i came here expecting pics

GayLubeOil[S] • 0 points • 30 March, 2015 05:33 PM 

Too late I pulled them after all the whining

EarnestMalware • -3 points • 30 March, 2015 01:27 PM 

I mean, I get what you're saying about the college experience re:feminists, but man, have some perspective.
When it comes to ruining the lives of teenage men, its drug law that does faaaaaaar more damage than any
college feminists.

GayLubeOil[S] • 6 points • 30 March, 2015 01:29 PM 

Here we fight feminists. The libertarian fight is fought elsewhere.

[deleted] • 5 points • 30 March, 2015 05:56 PM 

Of course feminists are one of the main drivers behind draconian drug laws -- just like with alcohol
prohibition.

GayLubeOil[S] • 1 point • 30 March, 2015 11:06 PM 

Anything that is too fun they are going to find a reason to try to fuck it up. Remember when Hillary
tried yo get Mortal Kombat banned?

hlim107 • 0 points • 31 March, 2015 12:25 AM 
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Here we fight feminists.

That's not what RP is about. You are the exact reason people look at everyone in this sub as sexist
retards. Some long speech about getting back at feminists for ruining your good times at the frat party? Is
this satire?

vengefully_yours • 3 points • 30 March, 2015 05:38 PM 

Lots of shit out there can fuck you up simply because you're male. Add in brown skin and it becomes even
more shit even when you aren't doing anything wrong. Driving while black is a real thing in some places, but
it's the males who endure it regardless.

It's not easy, nobody does shit for you, you are responsible for your actions, choices, and self as a man.
Nobody is holding your hand, it's sink or swim, you're not a girl, you aren't entitled to a god damn thing. It's
up to you to make good choices.

Weed is damn near harmless, the laws about it are far worse. Getting busted for it is vastly worse than
getting high every day for a year. If it's not legal, then it's a good idea to refrain from activities that can
destroy your life. That's why I never fucked a military chick, not worth the risk. Even stopped talking to
them because just saying hi could get you in trouble. There are plenty of bitches off base to fuck raw and
they carry far less risk.

You're responsible for your life. You're a man, that's how it is, deal with it.

DrinksCrystalKush • 0 points • 30 March, 2015 07:50 PM 

Are their feminists in other parts of the world or just America?

GayLubeOil[S] • 1 point • 30 March, 2015 11:00 PM 

Yea look up Swedish Feminists

awfukbye • -2 points • 30 March, 2015 01:20 PM 

Amen brotha just had a ham beast co worker go nuclear on me. (Equivalent of another man trying to fight you)
manager is here today let's see what happens

GayLubeOil[S] • 3 points • 30 March, 2015 01:23 PM 

It would be really unfortunate if some of the screws in her chair were loose.

[deleted] • -1 points • 30 March, 2015 03:26 PM 

I followed the link; can the women math? If 10 men suffer instead of one going free then the 10 men are
suffering vicariously for the actual perp.

Unless they want men to suffer for texting a girl to come to his room and have sex (and she does), and when her
mom finds out and pressures her to file a rape complaint at the school and get him kicked out. I think that is what
they mean.

imthemanyesiam • -2 points • 30 March, 2015 01:51 PM 

What would you consider a date with a college girl?

Since theyre slutting around I assume they dont go on real dates

GayLubeOil[S] • 2 points • 30 March, 2015 05:44 PM 

Come over to my house for a study break lol
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thelotusknyte • -2 points • 30 March, 2015 02:27 PM 

Barely relevant: http://youtu.be/_-gHVGOoE48

Johnny10toes • -3 points • 30 March, 2015 12:36 PM 

Now I'm going to read all your posts in a Russian accent...

But you're right, save the ones you can save.

Learn how women argue. This is going to sound odd but watch Judge Judy when a woman gets on there and
starts trying to pull some stuff. She shuts her shit down hard.

GayLubeOil[S] • 1 point • 30 March, 2015 12:51 PM 

I've been in the US long enough that I don't have an accent. I had a podcast with some feminists couple of
weeks ago. The funsies start 56 minutes in. Purple pill debate podcast- What is love?:
https://youtu.be/4dY6el-1lpc
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